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ABSTRACT
The objective of this paper is to present the current evidence relative to twitter opinion mining in general
and also the current state of Arabic tweets’ opinion mining. The researcher performed a systematic
literature review (SLR) to investigate features and methods used for twitter opinion mining and if those
features and methods have been used for Arabic tweets opinion mining. Sixty five papers were used in our
synthesis of evidences. Results showed that n-grams features are the most features used for twitter
sentiments analysis and also for Arabic tweets. The most common methods used for twitter sentiments
analysis is the Lexical based classification using Naive Bayes (NB) and Support Vector Machines (SVM),
which are also used for Arabic tweets. In addition, evidence related to subjectivity and opinion target for
twitter are highlighted. The results of this SLR show gaps in the research field: first, the lack of studies
focusing on multilingual twitter sentiments analysis. Second, the lack of studies that investigate Arabic
tweet opinion target. The third is the lack of studies investigating Arabic tweet subjectivity.
Keywords: Opinion Analysis, Arabic Opinion Mining, Twitter, Systematic Review.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In general, the text generated by users can
contain facts as well as opinions. Facts are
objective expressions about entities, events and
their attributes, e.g. ”I bought Sony camera
yesterday” whereas opinions are subjective
expressions of sentiments, feelings, attitudes,
emotions, appraisals or opinions toward entities,
events and their attributes, e.g. ”I really love
Galaxy III” [1] and [2]. Sentiment analysis or
opinion mining refers to the application of natural
language processing, com- putational linguistics
and text analysis to identify and extract subjective
information in source materials [7]. It is the computational study of opinions, sentiments and emotions
expressed in text on anything such as people,
products or events, etc. [1].
Unfortunately, not all subjective sentences
contain opinions, e.g. ”I want a screen with
good resolution” and not all objective sentences
contain no opinions, e.g. ”The G-Tide tablet
screen broke in just two days!” Opinion mining
consists of a set of techniques that are used in
solving different types of problems, such as
determining opinionated sentence which is a

sentence that expresses opinions either explicit or
implicit and determining its orientation or polarity
which can be positive, negative or neutral. Any
opinion has an opinion source or holder which is a
person or organization that expresses the opinion
[3], in most cases the author itself; and opinion
target which is a topic on which opinion are
expressed. There are two main types of opinions:
the first one is regular opinions: opinion
expressions on some target entities which can be
either direct opinion, e.g. ”Galaxy II is so cool.” or
indirect opinions, e.g. ”After taking the drug, my
pain has gone”. And the second one is comparative
opinions: comparisons of more than one entity.
e.g., ”Galaxy II is better than iPhone 4.”[1] and [4].
Twitter is a real-time social network and micro
blog service that enables users to send their
opinions ,ideas and news in form of text message
that called tweets which is 140 characters long [5]
and [6]. Arabic is a Semitic language [9] and
consists of different regional dialects, it is an
official language of 22 countries worldwide and
there are more than 350 million people spoken
Arabic and it is the fastest-growing language on
the web (with an annual growth rate of 2,501.2%
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in the number of Internet users as of 2010,
compared to 1,825.8% for Russian, 1,478.7% for
Chinese and 301.4% for English) [8].
A. Sentiment Analysis For Twitter
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focusing on opinion mining for Arabic tweets.
Table I: Su ummary of Pico
Population

The researcher applied a systematic literature
review (Sec- tion II) in assessing existing twitter
Sentiment analysis litera- ture on Sentiment
analysis techniques for twitter and Arabic tweets.
The
researcher presents SLR
results by
integrating evidence into patterns that can be
used to understand the current state of the art of
research in twitter Sentiment analysis. The
researcher believes that this can help researcher
who want to perform Arabic Sentiment analysis
for twitter in a better way. Additionally, findings
from the analysis are presented and gaps in the
existing body of knowledge are highlighted. These
suggest key areas of focus for further research.
Section II describes the method the researcher used
in SLR. Section III reports the results of SLR
based on the synthesis of evidence. Section IV
presents a discussion of the key findings and future
work. Section V presents conclusions from the
review.
2. THE REVIEW METHOD
A. Introduction
An SLR is defined as a process of identifying,
assessing, and interpreting all available research
evidence with the purpose to provide answers for
specific research questions [8]. It is a tool that
aims to produce a scientific summary of the
evidence in a particular area, in contrast to
”traditional” narrative review [9].
B. Research Questions
Table I shows the Population, Intervention,
Comparison, Outcomes, and Context (PICOC)
structure of the research questions. In SLR, the
researcher included all studies that in- vestigated
opinion mining of Twitter, regardless of whether or
not concentrate on Arabic tweets. Considering the
importance of understanding the factors to gain
effective and
efficient practice of
opinion
mining, a systematic review is needed to be held
to assess the availability of existing research with
regard to the issues of different types of techniques,
features and corpus. It could be further suggest the
gap or important areas of future studies. Therefore,
this protocol is developed as a framework to
conduct the systematic review in opinion mining

Tweets

Intervention and
Comparison

Opinion mining of Arabic Tweet

Outcomes

Measurement of Precision and recall

Study Design

Comparison between techniques
used in tweets and Arabic tweets

Context

Within the domain of opinion mining
and information retrieval.

The aim of the proposed systematic review is to
assist researchers in deciding which features and
techniques are most highly regarded and critical for
further exploration when conducting opinion
mining for Arabic tweets. Therefore, the SLR
aimed to answer the following primary research
question (RQ):
1) Primary question: What are the techniques
and features that can be used for Arabic opinion
mining in tweet?
2) Secondary subquestions: Our SLR also
aimed to answer the following secondary
subQuestions:
1) What are the features and techniques that
have
been
used
for
subjectivity
identification of tweets? Are these features
and techniques used for Arabic tweets?
2) What are the features and techniques that
have been used for polarity identification of
tweets? Are these features and techniques
used for Arabic tweets?
3) What are the features and techniques that
have been used for
opinion target
identification of tweets? Are these features
and techniques used for Arabic tweets?
4) What are the fuzzy aspects that have been
studied for twitter opinion mining? Are they
used for Arabic tweets?
5) What are the Arabic corpora that have
been used in Arabic opinion mining? Are
they used for twitter?
6) What are the metrics that have been used
to measure the effectiveness of twitter
opinion mining in terms of subjectivity,
polarity and opinion target?
C. Identification of Relevant Literature
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The strategy the researcher has used to
construct the search strings was as follows:
1) The main terms are derived from the review
questions based on the population,
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intervention outcome and con- text.
2) Index terms mentioned in the articles are
listed.
3) Search for alternative words.
4) Join synonyms and terms using Boolean
OR.
5) Combine main terms from population,
intervention and outcome using Boolean
AND.
The complete search string initially used for
the searching of the literature was as follows:
((Arabic OR Language- Independent OR
Multilingual OR Bilingual OR Cross-lingual OR
Language Independent OR Cross lingual OR
multi-lingual OR corpus) And (Opinion mining
OR Sentiment analysis OR emotion mining OR
subjectivity analysis OR Lexicon-Based OR
polarity of opinion OR opinion target
identification OR fuzzy aspects of twitter opinion
mining OR measurement of opinion mining OR
measurement of subjectivity analysis OR
measurement of polarity of opinion OR
Experiment of opinion mining OR quality of
opinion mining OR effectiveness of opinion
mining) AND (technique OR Method OR process
OR Approach) AND (feature OR Characteristic
OR attribute OR aspect OR element)
AND(Twitter OR microblog OR micro blog OR
social media OR User-generated)). When using
the complete search string defined above in the
preliminary search, the researcher retrieved a very
small number of articles. For instance,
IEEEXplore retrieved only one article and
CiteSeer five articles, respectively. Therefore, the
researcher try simpler string than the one
defined in the protocol to enable the retrieval
of more results. The researcher used the
keywords ”Opinion mining” OR ”Sentiment
analysis” which resulted in a higher number of
studies retrieved from various online databases.
The primary search process involved the use of
7 online databases: ACM Digital library,
EBSCOhost, IEEEXplore, ProQuest, ScienceDirect, SpringerLink and Scopus. The selection of
online databases was based on our knowledge of
databases that index Opinion mining primary
studies the researchers were aware of and the
list of available online databases subscribed by
Sudan University of Science and Technology
(SUST). The researcher also searched the Citeseer
website using similar keywords (i.e.,”Opinion
mining” OR ”Sentiment analysis”); and online
Google scholar was used to search for full text of
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articles. Upon completion of the primary search
phase, the identification of relevant literature
continued with the secondary search phase.
During this search phase, all of the references in
the papers identified from the primary sources
were reviewed. If a paper was found to be
suitable, it was added to the existing list of
studies qualified for the synthesis.
D. Selection of Studies
The researcher inclusion criteria aimed to only
include opinion mining and Sentiment analysis
studies that targeted twitter. The literature search
only covered studies published within the period
of 2003-2013. The detailed inclusion criteria was
composed of firstly studies that investigated
features and techniques for twitter Sentiment
analysis ,secondly studies that investigated
features and techniques for Arabic Sentiment
analysis of twitter and thirdly papers involving
corpus on their subjects if the studies conducted
are relevant to Arabic opinion mining. The main
exclusion criterion consisted of papers not targeted
micro blogging data. In addition, the following
criteria were also applied:
1) Papers describing author(s) opinions
without experi- ments or supporting
evidence.
2) Papers describing opinion mining issues
without high lighting techniques and
features.
3) Papers describing tools (software or
hardware) to sup- port opinion mining
practice.
4) Papers describing opinions on specific
field such as biomedical text mining
5) Papers describing opinions mining issues
on document or reviews.
6) Papers not written in English and Arabic.
E.

Data Extraction
Assessment

and

Study

Quality

To facilitate the data extraction process, a form
was designed to gather evidence data relating to
the research questions and measure the quality of
the primary studies. When designing the studies’
quality checklist, the researcher reused some of
the questions proposed in the literature [10]. The
checklist was composed of seven general
questions (see Appendix B Table II) to measure
the quality of both quantitative and qualitative
studies according to the following ratio scale: Yes
1 point, No 0 points, and Partially 0.5 point. The
340
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resulting total quality score for each study ranged
between 0 (very poor) and 7 (very good).
3. RESULTS
A. Introduction
In this section, the researcher presents the
synthesis of evidence of the SLR, beginning with
the analysis from the literature search results.
During this phase the Science Direct database was
chosen as the baseline database. Each article
retrieved was compared with the existing list of
papers in order to avoid duplication. The initial
phase of the search process identified 19,677
studies using the ”twitter Opinion mining” OR
”twitter Sentiment analyses” search term as a
total of all databases 401 out of them from Science
Direct database. Of these, only 122 were
potentially relevant based on the screening of titles
and abstracts. Each of these studies was filtered
according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria
before being accepted for the synthesis of
evidence. If titles and abstracts were not sufficient
to identify the relevance of a paper, full articles
were used. The researcher also carefully checked if
there were any duplicate studies or if very similar
studies were published in more than one paper.
Based on the primary searches, 65 studies (53% of
122 studies) were ac- cepted for the synthesis of
evidence after a detailed assessment of abstracts and
full text and exclusion of duplicates. Most studies
achieved above average quality scores and the
others deemed very good and good quality. In the
following section, the researcher presents the results
for the SLR’s main research question and six
subquestions. Each study is identified as Sn, where
n represents the study’s number (see Appendix A
for the list of studies used in this SLR).
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subjectivity and two (3%) for Arabic corpuses.) In
the following, the researcher is going to discuss
the minor questions detail the SLR’s synthesis of
evidence.
1) Subjectivity identification: ”What are the
features and techniques that have been used for
subjectivity identification of tweets? Are these
features and techniques used for Arabic tweets?”
Subjectivity identification means determine
whether there is expresses opinions on text or not.
Appendix B table III list the features used in
subjectivity identification, studies that looked into
each feature and whether the feature had used
for Arabic tweets or not. Very few studies
explicitly men- tioned subjectivity as a goal of
their research. Three studies [S11], [S53], [S55]
used
combined features in
subjectivity
identification; these features were used also for
Arabic tweets. However most of the studies handle
the natural type of tweets as facts and emotional
ones as subjectivity tweets then classify them into
positive or negative ones and the rest ones use
corpus of subjectivity words. The three studies
used SVM as classification method.

B. Research Question
Question: ”What evidence is there of opinion
mining studies conducted for twitter and Arabic
tweets?” According to the result of the above
question, the SLR identified 65 twitter opinion
mining studies. The context of investigation
varied via the sentiment analysis, opinion target
identification and subjectivity identification for
broadly type of targets. The SLR’s ultimate
goal was to understand what techniques and
features have been used in twitter sentiment
analysis and is this technique and features used
for Arabic tweets. (Of the 65 studies analyzed,
two (3%) investigated opinion target identification. Sixty one (94%) investigated polarity and
341

2) Polarity identification: ”What are the features
and tech- niques that have been used for polarity
identification of tweets? Are these features and
techniques used for Arabic tweets?” Polarity
identification of the Subjectivity text refer to
the Sentiment orientation classification of the text,
which is done with assistance of polarity
(Opinion) words. Appendix B table IV list the
features used in polarity identification, studies
that looked into each feature and whether the
feature have been used for Arabic tweets or
not. From table IV which deals with polarity
studies by features the table shows that n- grams
were the most common features investigated in
polarity identification studies. Of the 61
sentiments analysis studies 33 (54%) used
different types of n-grams features to classify
tweets as positive, negative or natural. This
features used in Arabic sentiments analysis for
tweets by [S13], [S54]. The second
most
investigated features is a Combined features
(e.g. POS n-grams, POS, named entity, emoticon
and picture, etc.), 8 studies (13%) used those
features, one study [S55] used Token (TOK),
Lemma (LEM),Word forms, POS tagging,
Standard Features (Unique, Gender, User ID) with
a Polarity Lexicon for Subjectivity and Sentiment
Analysis of Arabic Social Media. For TF-IDF
and bag-of-unigrams there are 5 studies (8%)
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for each.3 studies (5%) used root word or
tokens as features. 3 studies (5%) used a
combination of n- grams and part of speech tags
as features of their classifier. 2 studies (3%) used
hash tags which is tweet specific feature. Only
one study (2%) used lengthening phenomenon as
a feature of their classifier. Findings showed a
considerable improvement in accuracy. Data
sparsity was the major prob- lems highlighted that
affect classification accuracy. Based on
classification method 12 studies (20%) used
Support Vector Machines (SVM) as a method
of classification [S2], [S3], [S6], [S11], [S33],
[S12], [S19], [S44], [S55], [S16], [S52], [S53].
This method used for Arabic tweets by [S55]. 8
studies (13%) used combination methods for
classification such as maximum entropy and knearest by [S14] for Arabic tweets; Naive Bayes
(NB), and Support Vector Machines (SVM) by
[S13] for Arabic tweets. Naive Bayes, Maximum
Entropy, and Support Vector Machines by [S17],
[S49].7 studies (11%) used Naive Bayes method
[S32], [S40], [S45], [S46], [S48], [S42], [S31]. 5
studies (8%) used Corpus of tweets [S1], [S9],
[S22], [S23], [S27]. 5 studies (8%) used lexiconbased classification method [S3], [s6], [S10],
[S15], [S26]. Bagged decision trees for dictionary
look-up is used by [S54] for Arabic tweets. See
Appendix B table V for a list of studies by
methods.
3) Target identification:
What are the
features and tech- niques that have been used
for opinion target identification of tweets? Are
these features and techniques used for Arabic
tweets? Target identification of the Subjectivity
text refers to entities and their attributes on which
opinions have been expressed. Appendix B table
VI list the features and methods used in target
identification, studies that looked into each
features and its method and whether a
feature/method have been used for Arabic
tweets or not. From table VI which deals with
twitter opinion target studies by features/methods
the table shows that only two studies [S7], [S9]
deals with opinion target. [S7] used entity names
and attributes as features to identify opinion target
with UIMA 1 as method. [S9] used TF.IDF as a
feature to identify opinion target with sentiment
lexicon as method. No studies were found for
opinion target identification of Arabic tweets.
4) Fuzzy aspects identification: What are the
fuzzy aspects that have been studied for twitter
opinion mining? Are they used for Arabic tweets?
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No studies were found for fuzzy aspects
identification in twitter and Arabic tweets.
5) Arabic corpus identification: What are the
Arabic corpus that have been used in Arabic
opinion mining? Are they used for twitter? From
table VII which deals with Arabic corpus for
opinion mining the table shows that only two
studies [S64], [S65] were founds and were not
used for Arabic twitter sentiment analysis. Most
twitter Arabic opinion mining studies made their
own corpus for the purpose of the study [S55]
then published it or not.
6) Metrics of effectiveness : What are the
metrics that have been used to measure the
effectiveness of twitter opinion mining in terms of
subjectivity, polarity and opinion target? Referring
to Appendix B table VIII effectiveness of twitter
opinion mining approaches is measured by the
accuracy, precision and recalls.The accuracy of
approaches vary from good accuracy to poor
accuracy depending on the features and methods
have been used. 55 studies (87%) used accuracy,
7 studies (11%) used a combination of precision
and recalls and only one study (2%) used
precision.
4. DISCUSSIONS
For sentiment analysis, the most used
classification method is the Support Vector
Machines (SVM) for both Subjectivity and
Polarity identification. The SVM has also been
used for classification of Arabic tweets. The
most used feature for the purpose is the ngrams, which has also been used for Arabic
tweets. We also observe that only a little work
has been done for target identification and
development of Arabic corpus. More research
and development need to be done on sentiment
analysis system for Arabic tweets which can
use a combination of features that are languageindependent, Arabic-specific, domain-specific and
twitter specific to obtain higher performance for
opinion mining from Arabic tweets.
5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper described a systematic literature
review (SLR) that investigated studies of twitter
opinion mining and Arabic tweets. 65 primary
studies were used, from which 61 studies focus on
sentiment analysis, two
studies focus on
opinion target and two studies focus on Arabic
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corpus. The SLR identified the current state of
research and the features and techniques used for
subjectivity identification, polarity identi- fication
and opinion target identification. It can be
concluded that features used for tweets opinion
mining include n-gram, hash tags, lengthening
phenomenon, TF-IDF, bag-of-word, part of
speech and combined features and techniques
to classify tweets include lexicon-based, corpus
based, ontol- ogy learning, transfer learning,
relaxation
labeling,
dictionary
learning,
probabilistic language models and classifiers
based on one or combined methods that are SVM,
NB, MaxEnt and k-nearest. For Arabic tweets,
features used for include n-gram, Lemma, POS
tagging, TF-IDF, standard features and root word
and techniques to classify tweets include lexicon
based method and machine learning methods that
are bagged decision trees, polarity lexicon,
classifier using SVM or MaxEnt and k-nearest
method. More techniques and features can be
explored to enhance the accuracy, precision and
recall of Arabic tweets.
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APPENDIX B
TABLE II: st u dy qua l i t y ch e c k l i s t
No Item
1
Is it about opinion mining on twitter?

Answer
Yes/No

2

Are the aim(s) of study clearly stated?

3

Does the article have a stated research question or problem? Is it a valid research question in
opinion mining of twitter?
Does the article describe the collection of new data? Is the data sufficient to answer the research
question?

Yes/No
/Partially
Yes/No
/Partially
Yes/No
/Partially

4
5
6

Does the article describe the procedure to follow in the study? Are the technique and features
explained?
Were the approach to and formulation of the analysis was well conveyed?

7

Are the findings credible?

Yes/No
/Partially
Yes/No
/Partially
Yes/No
/Partially

TABLE III: li s t o f f e at u r e s u s e d i n s u b j e c t i v i t y i d e n t i fi c at i o n s t u d i e s
No
1

Features
Studies
Combined features(Token, Lemma, POS tagging, S11, S53, S55
Standard Features)

Arabic(yes/no)
yes

TABLE IV: p o l a r i t y s t u d i e s b y f e at u r e s
No
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Features
n-grams

Studies
Arabic(yes/no)
S1, S2, S3, S6, S11, S12, S24, S31,S29, Yes S13, S54
S39, S18, S13, S15 S17, S43, S47, S38,
S42, S50, S26, S62, S58, S56, S57, S60,
S63, S61, S35, S27, S54, S46, S45, S40
hashtags
S5, S52, S8
NO
lengthening phenomenon
S10
No
Combined features
S19, S44, S55, S59, S16, S21, S41, S37
Yes S55
TF-IDF weight of lemma
S22, S23, S51, S14, S4
Yes S14
word: (unique tokens or root or S28, S30, S36
No
aspect/ feature )
bag-of-unigrams(words)
S32, S48,S33, S34, S20
No
n-grams with part of speech S25, S49, S53
No
tags.

TABLE V: p o l a r i t y s t u d i e s b y m e t h o d
No
1

Method
Corpus of unlabeled tweets, lemmas

Arabic(yes/no)
No

Formal Concept Analysis, and (b)Ontology Learning.
Lexicon-Based Classification

Studies
S1, S8, S9, S22, S23,
S27
S30
S3, S6, S10, S15, S26

2
3
4
5
6
7

Transfer learning approach
collective classification Relaxation Labeling technique
Naive Bayes (NB), and Support Vector Machines
(SVM) neighbors(kNN)
k-nearest

S4
S5
S13, S43, S47
S18

No
No
Yes S13
No
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
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Support Vector Machines (SVM) classifier

S2, S3, S6, S11, S33, Yes S55
S12, S19, S44, S55,
S16, S52, S53.
Dictionary Learning(DL), Support Vector Machines S20
No
(SVM), K Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Naive Bayes
(NB)
Named
Entity Recognition (NER)SentiWordNet S21
No
(SWN)
Three way sentiment classifiers. adaboost.mh S25
No
algorithm
Dictionary based approach (Linux wamerican-small S28
No
English dictionary)
Polarity classification.
S29, S39
No
Naive Bayes
S32, S40, S45, S46, No
S48, S42, S31
Co-occurrence Graph.SentiWordNet
S34
No
Augmented lexicon-based method
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count. deep learning
set pair analysis theory
sentiment lexicons: graph based and Labeled TNGbased
NB classifier from WEKA8 and the maximum entropy
(MaxEnt) model from MALLET9
Distant supervision: Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy
(MaxEnt), and Support-Vector Machines (SVM).
Maximum entropy classifier using label propagation
unsupervised
approach
:RandomWalk
SentiWordNet
bagged decision trees. dictionary look-up
maximum entropy and k-nearest
Combined methods

S35
S36
S37
S38

No
No
No
No

S41

No

s17, S49

No

S50, S24

No

and S51

No

S54
Yes S54
S14
Yes S14
S14, s17, S49, S41, Yes S14
S20, S13, S43, S47

TABLE VI: op i n i o n ta r g e t b y f e at u r e s a n d m e t h o d s
No
1

2

Features
Method
studie Arabic(yes/no
Entity names, concepts or
UIMA 1 (Ferrucci , Lally, S7
No
attributes asnoun, adjectival,
2004) architecture plus Solrbased clustering and indexing
adverbial or verbal phrases.
capabil ities.
TF.IDF
Topic-specific
sentiment S9
No
lexicon.
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